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CEE growing twice as fast as western
Europe; Wizz Air & Ryanair lead way
The ANKER Report was in Warsaw last week presenting at the
CEE Aviation Conference. This article features a number of
slides from that presentation. The full presentation can be
downloaded as a separate pdf from The ANKER Report website.
The analysis focussed on the CEE22 countries which were
defined as Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Bosnia & Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary,
Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Montenegro, North
Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, and
Ukraine. Armenia and Georgia are not normally considered part
of the CEE but have been included here as both have recently
attracted Ryanair services for the first time. The CEE23 are
defined as the CEE22 plus Russia.

Wizz Air and Ryanair are leading CEE22 airlines
Since 2004 scheduled seat capacity across the CEE22 region has
grown every year except 2009. In 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018
capacity grew by more than 10%, but growth has slowed in
2019 to around 6%, partly as a result of the grounding of the
Boeing MAX fleet. LOT Polish Airlines has 15 of the type while
Ryanair was supposed to have started taking delivery of the
type earlier in the year.
Wizz Air and Ryanair are the biggest carriers in the region and
have seen their joint share of the market grow from less than
2% in 2004, to 12% in 2008, 21% in 2012, 26% in 2015 and 31%
in 2019. LOT is the leading legacy carrier with 8.7% of capacity
in 2019. These three carriers account for 40% of CEE22 seats.

The first two weeks of the W19/20
season has seen the launch of almost
250 new routes across Europe involving
some 40 airlines. Unsurprisingly the
leading airlines for new services are
Europe’s (U)LCCs; primarily Ryanair,
Wizz Air, easyJet and Lauda.
The former two carriers are also the
leading players in Central & Eastern
Europe (CEE) where they have a
combined market share of well over
30%. That region is in the spotlight in
this issue.

Elsewhere, we take a closer look at the
implications of IAG potentially taking
control of Air Europa, notably at
Madrid and also in the Europe to South
America market. Finally, we catch up
with traffic and capacity trends for
September in the Baltic nations,
Denmark and Germany.

Almost 200 million passengers in the CEE22
Whereas passenger numbers increased by just over 6% across
all of Europe in 2018, the growth rate across the CEE22 was
around 13%. Only Serbia (+5.6%) and Moldova (+3.1%) saw
passenger growth below the European average. At the top of
the growth rankings, Ukraine and Georgia both recorded air
passenger increases of just under 25% last year.

Ralph Anker In addition, Russia’s top 40 airports handled almost 190 million
ralph@anker-report.com passengers and saw growth of just over 11%. For comparison,

the leading individual countries in Europe last year were the UK
(295 million air passengers), Spain (264 million), Germany (245
million), Turkey (210 million), France (194 million) and Italy
(185 million).
Poland was the biggest CEE22 market with its airports handling
just under 46 million passengers, with Romania next on just
over 22 million, closely followed by Ukraine (almost 21 million).
The busiest airports in the CEE22 were Warsaw WAW (17.8
million), ahead of Prague (16.8 million), Budapest (14.9 million),
Bucharest (13.8 million) and Kiev KBP (12.6 million).
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Wizz Air ranks either first or second in 11 of the CEE22 markets
while Ryanair is top in Lithuania and Slovakia, and second in
three other countries and third in another three.
Market could almost treble in size to 550 million passengers
Using a simple propensity to travel (PPT) indicator which
divides total airport passengers by a country’s population,
reveals that Latvia (thanks to airBaltic’s hub), Montenegro and
Croatia (both with strong inbound tourism demand) are
performing well above average. Plotting the PPT against GDP
per capita highlights which countries have the greatest
potential for air travel demand growth.
Calculating PPT values for countries in western Europe shows
that a value of three is currently easily achieved by most
countries. Applying this figure to the CEE22 countries (and
higher values for specific markets like Croatia and Latvia) shows
that the CEE22 countries could be handling 550 million
passengers rather than the 200 million they currently handle.
However, how long it may take them
continues on page 10
to reach this figure is less clear.
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IAG acquisition of Air Europa would give it over 60% of capacity at
Madrid and almost 65% of seats between Madrid and South America
The news that IAG has agreed a deal with Air Europa to
buy the Spanish carrier for one billion Euros came as
something of a surprise to the industry. Two of Spain’s
largest airlines, Iberia and Vueling, are already part of
IAG, leading to some concerns about dominance in
certain key markets.
#2 carrier in Madrid
Passenger statistics for 2018 show that Air Europa was
the second biggest airline in Madrid after Grupo Iberia.
Handling almost 8.7 million passengers gave it a 15%
share of the airport’s total traffic. Grupo Iberia had 42%
with Vueling having just 2.3% and British Airways around
1%. As a result, IAG could be heading for a market share
of over 60% at Spain’s busiest airport, if the Air Europa
deal is finalized.
Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics figures for 2019
shows that while Madrid is by far Air Europa’s leading
airport with almost six million departing seats, it also
offers 1.3 million departing seats this year from Palma de
Mallorca and around 650,000 from both Barcelona and
Tenerife TFN. However, the airline ranked only seventh
in Palma de Mallorca in 2018.
South American routes lead the way by ASKs
Analysis of Air Europa’s routes from Madrid in 2019
reveals that nine of the top 10 routes by ASKs are to

destinations in South America, with Miami the other
route. However, no single country dominates as the 11
South American routes in the top 15 are spread across
11 countries; Argentina (Buenos Aires), Bolivia (Santa
Cruz), Brazil (Sao Paulo), Colombia (Bogota), Cuba
(Havana), Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo), Ecuador
(Quito), Mexico (Cancun), Paraguay (Asuncion), Peru
(Lima) and Uruguay (Montevideo).

Iberia and Air Europa are the two biggest carriers at
Madrid for flights to South America. Iberia has 37% of
seats, while Air Europa has a further 27% of seats in
2019. Combined the two airlines would account for
almost 65% of seats between Madrid and South
America, with Avianca the next biggest airline at 12%.

Air Europa has launched two new routes to South
America in 2019; Iguazu Falls in Argentina (weekly since
August), and Medellin in Colombia which was launched
in June with 3-weekly service. The same month also saw
the carrier launch 5-weekly service to Panama City in
Central America.

Just 16 airports across Europe offered non-stop service
to a destination in South America in 2019. Madrid
accounted for almost one-third of all seats, well ahead of
Lisbon (13%), Paris CDG (11%) and Amsterdam (10%).
Europe’s busiest airport, London LHR, ranked just
seventh with just under 6% of all seats between Europe
and South America.
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Madrid is #1 airport in Europe for South America

IAG would have 26% of Europe - South America seats
Looking at which airlines currently offer the most seats
between Europe and South America, Iberia is still the
clear leader with almost 14%, ahead of TAP Portugal,
LATAM Airlines and Air France, who each have around
11% of the market. Air Europa is in fifth place with just
under 9%, while British Airways lies in tenth place with
just under 4%. As a result, IAG carriers would then have
around 26% of the market, assuming the Air Europa
acquisition gains EU approval.
This would make it the leading airline group between
Europe and South America, ahead of Air France-KLM
which currently has just under 20%. Lufthansa Group has
just 7% of seats in this market.
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Baltics: Three of the four main Baltic airports reported
growth of at least 9% in September, with Riga in Latvia
seeing an 11% improvement in passengers. airBaltic
continues to grow in the region, while Ryanair and Wizz
Air have both reduced capacity slightly versus Sep 2018.
Denmark: Demand was stable in September in Denmark

with dominant Copenhagen registering growth of less
than 1%. SAS’s capacity is up 4% compared with
September 2018 while Norwegian has reduced seats by
almost 6%. Ryanair seats are up almost 11%.
Germany: Traffic was down marginally across all German
airports in September, despite the four biggest airports

in the country all recording modest growth. Dortmund
(+18%) and Stuttgart (+7%) both had good months.
However, Berlin SXF, Bremen and Nuremberg all saw
passenger numbers drop by around 10% as a
consequence of Germania’s collapse earlier in the year.
SunExpress and Wizz Air both grew by 20% or more.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air Algerie on 30 October began 2-weekly (Wednesdays
and Fridays) service between Constantine and Lille. The
1,610-kilometre route will be flown using the carrier’s
fleet of 737s. According to Cirium Data and Analytics
figures, Air Algerie offers 27 weekly flights across eight
French airports from Constantine, which is Algeria’s
third largest city after Algiers and Oran. It is located
around 80 kilometres inland from the Mediterranean
coast and was named Capital of Arab Culture in 2015. It
is famous for its many bridges. Air Algerie already serves
Lille from Algiers (5-weekly) and Oran (3-weekly).
Following the recent collapse of Aigle Azur, which was
the second biggest carrier in the France-Algeria market,
capacity this winter between the two countries is down
around 20%, despite Air Algerie increasing capacity by
7% and Air France growing by 19%.

(daily) and Virgin Atlantic (daily) also connect Shanghai
with Heathrow. This new service becomes the third
European route from Shanghai (after Frankfurt and Paris
CDG) on which the two Chinese carriers compete
directly, something which Chinese authorities chose to
avoid until relatively recently.

Air Arabia Egypt introduced 2-weekly flights between
Cairo and Milan BGY on Friday 8 November. The carrier
faces no direct competition on the 2,560-kilometre route
though both Air Italy (daily) and Egyptair (10-weekly)
connect the Egyptian capital with Milan MXP. Air Arabia
Egypt has been around for almost 10 years but still has
just three 162-seat Airbus A320s according to
planespotters.net. Flights from Cairo have only begun
this month with four destinations in Saudi Arabia joining
the Bergamo service. Air Arabia Egypt already serves
Bergamo from both Alexandria (its biggest base) and
Sharm El-Sheikh.

Air China now serves London LGW from Shanghai with 3
-weekly flights. The inaugural service was on Saturday 2
November. The route will be operated with A350-900s
and will compete directly with China Eastern Airlines’s
daily service which was only launched last December. In
addition, British Airways (10-weekly), China Eastern

Air India began a 3-weekly non-stop service from
Amritsar to London STN on 31 October. The 6,290kilometre route will be flown by the airline’s 787-8s and
will face no direct competition. Air India already serves
Birmingham non-stop from Amritsar, also with 3-weekly
flights. These are Air India’s only international routes
from Amritsar, which is also served by Qatar Airways
from Doha. In the year ending March 2019, Amritsar
handled 2.52m pax (+9%) of which 798,500 (+25%) were
on international flights. This brings to seven the number
of routes offered by Air India between India and the UK
served by 37 weekly flights, up from 32 weekly flights
last November.

Air Italy has resumed service to Male in the Maldives
and Tenerife TFS in the Canary Islands from its Milan
MXP base. Weekly service to Tenerife began on Monday
28 October competing with easyJet (3-weekly), Ryanair
(2-weekly) and Neos (weekly). Air Italy last flew the
route in W15/16. On 29 October, 3-weekly service to
Male resumed using the airline’s A330-200s. This route
was last served by the carrier in April 2017. Neos also
offers weekly flights while Alitalia served the route in
W18/19. According to analysis of Cirium Data and
Analytics figures, Air Italy will be increasing its seat
capacity from Malpensa by 11% this winter but is
operating 31% more flights. This is because of a focus on
domestic routes and the dropping of long-haul routes to
Bangkok, Delhi and Mumbai compared with last winter.

kilometre route will be flown 2-daily Monday to Friday
using Jetstream 31s. The two airports were last
connected on a regular basis by airberlin between May
2007 and mid-October 2012.
Alitalia celebrated the re-opening of Milan LIN on 27
October by launching three new routes from the
downtown airport. The airport had been closed for three
months for major renovation and runway works. The
Italian flag-carrier’s new services are to Cologne Bonn (1
November), Perugia (from 27 October) and Stuttgart (1
November). All three will be served daily by the airline’s
E175s (with a few flights operated by E190s). The range
of European destinations that can be served from Linate
has gradually been liberalised in recent years, as at one
time only capital city airports could be served. With
these new services, Linate now has non-stop flights to
four destinations in Germany (the others being
Düsseldorf and Frankfurt). Ironically, the German capital
Berlin is not served at present. The last service from
Linate to Berlin was operated by airberlin in October
2017 to Tegel. With the addition of Perugia in central
Italy’s Umbria region, Alitalia now serves 14 domestic
destinations from Linate. Perugia’s only other domestic
service is to Catania which is operated by Ryanair. In
2018 Perugia handled 220,000 passengers (down 11%)
of which 50,000 were on domestic flights (down 32%)
and 170,000 were on international flights (down 2%).
Although Alitalia faces no direct competition on the two
new German routes, Eurowings serves Milan MXP 9weekly from Cologne Bonn while Ryanair serves Milan
BGY 13-weekly. On the Stuttgart route there is indirect
competition from easyJet (4-weekly to Malpensa) and
Eurowings (17-weekly to Malpensa) as well as Lauda (5weekly to Bergamo).

AIS Airlines on Monday 4 November began 10-weekly
service on the German domestic route between
Münster/Osnabrück and Berlin Tegel. The 385Asiana Airlines expanded its network in Europe by
launching 2-weekly (Mondays and Wednesdays) service
to Lisbon from Seoul ICN on 28 October. The 10,400kilometre route is not served by any other carrier. Lisbon
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becomes the carrier’s eighth destination in Europe. The
Star Alliance member already serves Barcelona (4weekly), Frankfurt (daily), Istanbul IST (6-weekly),
London LHR (5-weekly), Paris CDG (5-weekly), Rome FCO
(4-weekly) and Venice VCE (2-weekly). The new Lisbon
service will be flown by the airline’s fleet of A350-900s.
Azimuth (IATA code A4) on 27 October began 3-weekly
(Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays) service on the 455kilometre route from Mineralnye Vody (close to the
Georgian border) to Astrakhan (close to the Caspian
Sea). No other carrier connects these two airports. The
route will be flown using the airline’s fleet of 10 Sukhoi
Superjet 100s. The airline’s main bases this winter are at
Rostov-on-Don (62 weekly departure) and Krasnodar
(51 weekly departures). Astrakhan is a new airport for
the airline. It handled 600,000 passengers in 2018.
Passenger numbers are up almost 12% in the first eight
months of this year.
Another Russian carrier Azur Air (IATA code ZF), which
also represents itself as AZUR air and azurair, has added
two international routes. On 31 October the carrier
began 2-weekly service between St. Petersburg and
Sanya in China using its 767 fleet. On 1 November the
airline began fortnightly flights on the 9,960-kilometre
route between Kazan and La Romana in the Dominican
Republic using its 777-300ERs.

be flown on Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays using a
737-300. Competition comes from El Al (10-weekly),
Vueling (6-weekly), Norwegian (4-weekly) and Arkia
Israeli Airlines (3-weekly). The Greek-based carrier has a
fleet of four 737s and operated to 10 destinations from
Tel Aviv during the summer peak. However, for winter
its only other routes from Tel Aviv appear to be
Budapest and Bucharest.
British Airways became the first European carrier to shift
its Beijing flights to the new Beijing PKX airport. Since 27
October the airline’s daily flight from Heathrow has
been serving the new airport serving the Chinese capital.
The 8,200-kilometre route is mostly operated by 787-9s.
Air China will continue to link Beijing PEK and London
LHR with 17-weekly flights.
Brussels Airlines has stepped in to replace Adria Airways
in linking Brussels and Ljubljana. The Star Alliance carrier
began 6-weekly flights on the 900-kilometre route on
Monday 4 November. Although Adria Airways operated
twice as many weekly flights (12-weekly) it used CRJ900s, whereas the Belgian carrier will use larger A319s.
As a result, capacity is only reduced by 20%. Wizz Air,
which had originally announced that it would drop its
service between Brussels CRL and Ljubljana for W19/20,
will resume service on the route from 19 December,
operating two or three weekly flights, providing
passengers with a second choice between the two
capitals.

Bluebird Airways (IATA code BZ) has started operating
between Tel Aviv and Barcelona with flights becoming 3weekly from December. The 3,090-kilometre route will

easyJet celebrated the start of the W19/20 season by
launching 31 new routes across its network, only one of
which connected two bases together (Berlin TXL to
Nantes). Of these, French and Italian bases each

welcomed eight new routes, UK bases six new routes,
German bases five new routes and Swiss bases four new
routes. In terms of destinations, Moroccan airports
welcomed 11 new routes, Egyptian airports eight routes
and Jordanian airports three routes. Marsa Alam in
Egypt is a new destination for easyJet while Tangier in
Morocco was last served by the carrier in May 2014
(from Paris CDG). The 31 new routes in full are: BFS-RAK
(2-weekly), BOD-TFS (2), BRS-HRG (2), BSL-AGA (3), BSLHRG (1), GVA-AQJ (2), GVA-PRG (3), LPL-TFS (2), LTN-PRG
(7), LYS-TNG (2), MAN-HRG (2), MAN-VRN (2), MXP-AGA
(1), MXP-AQJ (2), MXP-RMF (1), NAP-HRG (2), NCE-AGA
(2), NCE-TNG (2), NTE-AGA (2), NTE-TNG (2), SXF-RAK (2),
TLS-AGA (3), TLS-TLV (2), TXL-BRU (7), TXL-FNC (2), TXLNTE (2), TXL-RMF (1), VCE-AQJ (2), VCE-HRG (1), VCE-RAK
(2) and VCE-RMF (1). The average weekly frequency
across these new routes is just 2.2 flights per week. The
longest of the new services is the 4,150-kilometre sector
from Manchester to Hurghada in Egypt, while the
shortest is the 640-kilometre sector from Berlin TXL to
Brussels BRU. easyJet faces direct competition on 13 of
the 31 routes from a variety of carriers including Air
Arabia Maroc, Brussels Airlines, Ryanair, Sundair,
SWISS, Transavia, TUI Airways, Volotea and Wizz Air.
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Despite cutting seat capacity by 13% this winter (or 1.8
million seats), Eurowings has still launched eight new
international routes from German airports at the start of
W19/20. From Düsseldorf there is now a 4-weekly
service to Gdansk, an 870-kilometre route that was last
served by Lufthansa in October 2011. A 3-weekly service
to Sofia has also been added from Düsseldorf, a route
that was last served by Bulgaria Air in September 2016
according to Cirium Data and Analytics. From Frankfurt,
Eurowings has added three more long-haul services to
Barbados (3-weekly competing with Condor), Las Vegas
(3-weekly competing with Condor) and Windhoek in
Namibia (competing with Air Namibia’s daily flight). The
route to Nevada was previously served by Lufthansa.
From Hamburg, Eurowings has resumed service to Oslo,
a route it last operated in June 2018. The daily service
will compete with both SAS (daily) and Norwegian (6weekly). Eurowings has also shifted its daily Bangkok
service from Düsseldorf to Munich (competing with Thai
Airways’s daily service), while Stuttgart welcomed a new
2-weekly service to Sofia. Finally, Eurowings has grown
its presence at Pristina by adding a weekly service from
Vienna, which competes with Austrian Airlines’s 9weekly service. Eurowings is currently the leading airline
at Pristina with 27 weekly departures, ahead of Chair
and easyJet, each with 16.

Airways which moved all of its flights across to the new
airport. A third European carrier, LOT Polish Airlines, is
set to transfer its Beijing services from the main airport
to Daxing, but not until mid-January 2020.
FlyBosnia (IATA code 6W) on 4 November introduced its
second regular service to Europe with the addition of 2weekly flights from Sarajevo to Rome FCO. Flown by the
airline’s A319, the 550-kilometre route faces no
competition. The airline’s other European service is to
London LTN which launched on 22 September.
Jazeera Airways (IATA code J9) launched its first ever
route to Western Europe on 27 October when it
connected Kuwait City non-stop with London LGW using
its new A321neo. The 4,650-kilometre route faces
indirect competition from British Airways and Kuwait
Airways who both serve London LHR from Kuwait with
seven and 12 weekly flights respectively. Jazeera
Airways also serves two destinations in Turkey, Istanbul
IST (daily) and Istanbul SAW (3-weekly launched in June
of this year). The new London route has been allocated
the airline’s prestigious flight numbers 1 and 2. Initially
operating 4-weekly, frequency will be increased to daily
in December.

Jet2.com competes with both easyJet and Ryanair on
the Manchester route and with Ryanair alone on the
East Midlands and Edinburgh routes.
KLM is launching just one new route this winter. On 30
October the SkyTeam carrier began 3-weekly service
from Amsterdam to Bengaluru in India using its 787-9s.
The 7,700-kilometre route was served daily last winter
by Jet Airways. However, the Indian carrier ceased
operations in mid-April 2019. KLM already serves Delhi
and Mumbai with daily flights. These two routes were
also flown by Jet Airways last winter. This winter, KLM
serves 16 destinations non-stop in Asia; five in China,
three in India, two in Japan (Tokyo NRT and Osaka KIX)
plus Bangkok, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur, Seoul,
Singapore and Taipei.

Lauda has expanded operations significantly from its
Vienna base as well as growing its presence from
Stuttgart. The carrier, which is part of the Ryanair
Group, launched 21 routes from Vienna and seven from
Stuttgart. This brings the number of routes served by
Lauda this winter to 44 in Vienna and 19 in Stuttgart. As
a result, this winter the carrier will account for 10% of
seat capacity in Vienna and 9% of seat capacity in
Stuttgart. The 28 new routes in full are: STR-ACE (1weekly), STR-FUE (2), STR-KBP (4), STR-LPA (2), STR-RAK
(2), STR-TFS (2), STR-VCE (2), VIE-AGA (2), VIE-ALC (2),
VIE-ATH (7), VIE-BHX (3), VIE-BOD (3), VIE-CRL (6), VIEEDI (3), VIE-EIN (4), VIE-FMO (4), VIE-GOT (2), VIE-LIS (4),
VIE-LPL (2), VIE-MRS (3), VIE-NYO (2), VIE-OPO (2), VIERIX (4), VIE-SKG (3), VIE-SOF (5), VIE-TLV (7), VIE-TRF (2)
and VIE-VNO (3). The average weekly frequency of these

Finnair has become the second European airline to
operate from the new Beijing PKX facility. On 3
November it began 3-weekly service from Helsinki using
its A330-300s. However, it will continue to operate a
daily service to Beijing PEK as well, unlike British

Jet2.com has chosen to compete with Wizz Air on the
route between Birmingham and Budapest. The UK
leisure carrier began 2-weekly (Mondays and Fridays)
service on 8 November, matching the frequency of the
incumbent carrier. Jet2.com already serves the
Hungarian capital this winter from its bases at East
Midlands (2-weekly), Edinburgh (2-weeky), Leeds
Bradford (2-weekly) and Manchester (4-weekly).
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28 new routes is 3.1 flights per week. Lauda faces direct
competition on five of the seven Stuttgart routes and on
11 of the 21 Vienna routes.
LEVEL, the low-cost, long-haul carrier from IAG now
serves Las Vegas. The airline’s first route to the US city is
from Paris ORY and will operate 2-weekly this winter
using A330s. The inaugural flight was on 30 October.
Non-stop services between Paris and Las Vegas have
been few and far between in recent years. In January
2018 and January 2019 Air France and Delta Air Lines
both operated a handful of flights from CDG to Vegas.
The last semi-regular flights were with XL Airways
France in the peak summer period of 2013 and 2014.
LEVEL already serves Newark from Orly (3-weekly).
Loganair, which was profiled in Issue 50 of The ANKER
Report, launched three new UK domestic routes at the
start of W19/20. On 27 October the carrier began
connecting East Midlands with Edinburgh (24-weekly)
and Glasgow (12-weekly), replacing Flybe which had
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previously operated both routes since September 2012
using Q400s. easyJet (until June 2004 to Glasgow and
October 2005 to Edinburgh) and bmibaby (until June
2012 on both routes) also connected these airports, with
easyJet having inherited the routes when it acquired
BA’s in-house LCC Go. Loganair already serves Brussels
(10-weekly) and Inverness (4-weekly) from East
Midlands. Elsewhere, Loganair has also transferred its
13-weekly City of Derry to London route from Stansted
to Southend. All three routes will be operated using the
carrier’s 49-seat ERJ145s.

now serves 10 domestic destinations from Warsaw
WAW with the Lublin route being the shortest at 160
kilometres. Last year Bydgoszcz welcomed 414,000
passengers, with demand up 4% in the first nine months
of 2019. LOT’s other new route is slightly longer, a 7,300kilometre service to Colombo in Sri Lanka. This route
uses the airline’s 787-9s and was previously operated as
a charter service. This becomes the airline’s sixth
scheduled Asian route joining Beijing (China), Delhi
(India), Seoul (South Korea), Singapore and Tokyo NRT
(Japan).

LOT Polish Airlines launched two new routes at the start
of W19/20, both from its home base of Warsaw WAW.
On 28 October the carrier resumed domestic service to
Bydgoszcz, operating 10-weekly with Q400s. The 230kilometre sector was last served by LOT in November
2013, though subsidiary EuroLot then served the market
from May 2014 to March 2015. The Polish flag-carrier

Lufthansa added three new routes to Central Europe
during the last fortnight. It has stepped in to replace
Adria Airways on the routes from Ljubljana to Frankfurt
(2-daily) and Munich (daily) with both routes flown using
CRJ-900s operated by Lufthansa CityLine. The third new
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route is from Munich to Tallinn, which will operate 3weekly using A319s. The city-pair was previously served
by Nordica between December 2015 and March 2019
with Lufthansa having previously operated the route
itself from March 2010 to March 2013.
Nordwind Airlines began two new international routes
recently. On 27 October the Russian carrier began 3weekly flights from Nizhnekamsk to Istanbul IST, while
the following day saw the commencement of 2-weekly
service from St. Petersburg to Baku in Azerbaijan. Both
routes will be flown using the airline’s 737-800s. The
Baku route is already flown by Azerbaijan Airlines (2weekly) and SmartAvia (2-weekly), the latter carrier
previously being known as Nordavia.
Despite cutting seat capacity by 21% this winter (or 3.8
million seats) Norwegian has still launched 12 new intraEuropean routes as well as changing the local airport on
four of its US routes. Bergen is the big winner in Europe
with five new routes to Gdansk (2-weekly), Harstad/
Narvik (2-weekly), Manchester (2-weekly), Palanga (2weekly) and Tenerife TFS (weekly). Wizz Air will compete
on the Gdansk route while SAS already offers 3-weekly
service on the Manchester route. The other new intraEuropean routes are; CPH-FUE (1-weekly), CPH-MUC (2),
LPA-BLL (1), LPA-KEF (2), HEL-VAA (2), TFS-KEF (4-weekly,
replacing WOW air) and TRD-TOS (2-weekly). On its
transatlantic network Newark flights to Barcelona and
Rome FCO have been relocated to New York JFK, while
the Oakland routes to Barcelona and Paris CDG have
been moved to San Francisco. Vaasa in Finland returns
to Norwegian’s network having previously been served
seasonally (summer only) from Stockholm ARN. The 2weekly (Mondays and Fridays), 350-kilometre service
from Helsinki will face competition from Finnair which
flies 33-weekly between the two airports. Last year
Vaasa handled 316,000 passengers (+5%). So far in 2019
traffic is down 4%.

Pobeda added five new domestic routes and one
international route at the start of the winter season. The
international link is between Krasnodar and Istanbul
SAW, which will operate 2-weekly, competing with
Pegasus Airlines’s daily service. Four of the five domestic
routes are from St. Petersburg; to Chelyabinsk and
Novosibirsk (both daily), Perm (5-weekly) and Samara (4
-weekly). These routes are already all served daily by
parent company Aeroflot with SmartAvia competing on
the Chelyabinsk and Samara routes, and S7 Airlines
competing on the Novosibirsk route. The other new
domestic route is from the airline’s main base at
Moscow VKO to Murmansk, operated daily and
competing with Utair’s daily service. This brings to 32
the number of domestic destinations served by Pobeda
from Vnukovo this winter, up from 27 in W18/19. The

airline’s domestic capacity from Vnukovo this winter is
up 32% compared with last winter.
Royal Air Maroc now serves Rotterdam. On 28 October
the Moroccan flag-carrier began 2-weekly service from
Tangier and weekly service from Nador to Rotterdam.
Both routes will face competition from Transavia, which
operates both routes 2-weekly this winter. In addition,
Royal Air Maroc continues to connect Casablanca and
Amsterdam with daily flights. According to analysis of
Cirium Data and Analytics figures, Royal Air Maroc’s
capacity to Europe this winter is up 10% compared with
W18/19.
In a result that should surprise no-one, Ryanair launched
more new routes at the start of the winter season than
any other carrier, a total of 88 (up to and including 8
November) if our analysis is correct. This does not
include eight routes that just moved from Eilat VDA in
Israel to Eilat ETM. The airports celebrating the most
new routes are Katowice (12), Budapest (9), Tel Aviv (8),
Lisbon (6) and Odessa (5). A total of 85 airports will
welcome at least one new route across Ryanair’s
network. Poland will welcome the most new routes with
the country’s airports getting 26 new services, followed
by Italy (20), Spain (15), Germany (13), UK (12) and
Ukraine (10). Apart from Eilat ETM, other new airports
not served before are Beirut in Lebanon, Dresden in
Germany (replacing Leipzig), and Kutaisi and Tbilisi in
Georgia. The 88 new routes in full are: AGP-OPO (3weekly), ALC-EXT (2), ATH-BCN (5), ATH-NUE (2), BCNRIX (2), BGY-AGA (2), BGY-AQJ (2), BGY-TBS (4), BLQ-FUE
(1), BLQ-SDR (2), BLQ-TLV (2), BOD-OUD (1), BRI-CUF (3),
BRU-CTA (2), BRU-ESU (2), BUD-CTA (4), BUD-GOT (2),
BUD-LIS (3), BUD-LPP (2), BUD-LUX (3), BUD-ODS (2),
BUD-OPO (2), BUD-POZ (2), BUD-TLV (4), CGN-SZY (2),
CRL-TLV (4), DUB-BLL (2), DUB-TLS (4), EDI-OTP (3), FKBFEZ (2), FMM-AMM (2), GDN-CPH (7), GDN-GOT (3), GDN
-HAM (3), GDN-ODS (2), GRO-AHO (3), HHN-PMO (3),
KRK-BRU (4), KRK-LTN (4), KRK-PMO (2), KTW-BDS (2),
KTW-BLQ (2), KTW-CGN (3), KTW-CTA (2), KTW-DTM
(10), KTW-GOT (2), KTW-KBP (4), KTW-ODS (3), KTW-ORK
(2), KTW-PFO (1), KTW-TRF (1), LIS-AGP (3), LIS-FMM (2),
LIS-SVQ (3), LIS-VLC (3), LIS-ZAZ (2), MAN-KTW (3), MANMXP (5), MAN-PRG (9), MLA-NIS (2), MLA-PFO (2), MLASCQ (2), MLA-TRS (2), MRS-KUT (2), MRS-TLV (3), NUECPH (3), NUE-TLV (2), PFO-BEY (3), POZ-BVA (2), POZHRK (2), POZ-ODS (2), PSA-OTP (2), SEN-OTP (5), SEN-TSF
(3), SEN-VNO (3), SKG-AMM (2), SOF-BVA (3), STN-DRS
(3), STN-ESU (2), SVQ-BRU (4), TLS-VLC (2), TXL-ODS (2),
TXL-TLV (7), VLC-KBP (2), VNO-HRK (2), VNO-TLV (2),
WMI-TLV (4) and WRO-ODS (2). The average weekly
frequency across these new routes is 2.8 flights per
week.

SAS launched new international routes from Sweden and
Norway during the last fortnight. On 26 October it began
the only current service between Norway and Ukraine
when it commenced 3-weekly service (Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays) from Oslo to Kiev KBP using
737-700s. Norwegian was the last airline to connect the
countries when it operated the same route between
June 2012 and September 2014. SAS last served Ukraine
from Copenhagen in March 2011. On 4 November SAS
added a 3-weekly link between Stockholm ARN and
Luxembourg, with flights operated by CityJet using its
CRJ 900s. There is no competition on this 1,350kilometre route. SAS last served Luxembourg from
Copenhagen in October 2015. Finally, on 8 November,
SAS launched a 2-weekly service between Stavanger and
Manchester, competing with Norwegian. However, SAS
will not operate this route from 3 December to 20
February. SAS already serves Manchester from Aarhus
(launched in April), Bergen, Copenhagen, Oslo and
Stockholm ARN.

Saudi Arabian Airlines has adjusted its offering in the
Greek market by transferring its 4-weekly Riyadh to
Athens service (which it only launched in June) to
Jeddah. The airline will continue to use A320s on the
2,320-kilometre route which is already served 2-weekly
by Aegean Airlines, also with A320s.
SkyUp Airlines made Sharjah in the UAE its latest
destination with the launch of flights from Kharkiv (29
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October), Lviv (26 October) and Zaporizhia (27 October).
All three routes will be served 2-weekly using the
airline’s 737-800s. A fourth new route between Kharkiv
and Tbilisi in Georgia was added on 29 October and is
also served 2-weekly. SkyUp Airlines already serves
Tbilisi daily from Kiev KBP.

Sundair continues to grow its network from Bremen. At
the beginning of November, the leisure carrier began
weekly service to Tenerife TFS and 2-weekly service to
Hurghada using is A320s. Both routes were flown last
winter by now defunct Germania. Sundair’s other routes
from Bremen this winter are to Antalya, Fuerteventura
and Gran Canaria.

the third airport served by Wizz Air which serves the
London market. Apart from its massive base at Luton,
Wizz Air also operates four routes to Gatwick from
Bucharest, Budapest, Cluj-Napoca and Gdansk.
Interestingly, Ryanair competes head-to-head on four of
the six new Odessa routes, namely Budapest, Gdansk,
Katowice and Wroclaw.

SWISS on 31 October began a weekly, seasonal service
between Geneva and Marsa Alam in Egypt. The 3,400kilometre route will operate every Thursday until 30
April using the carrier’s A220-300s. SWISS already serves
Hurghada in Egypt from Geneva and also connects
Zurich and Cairo with 4-weekly service.
TAP Portugal expanded its presence in Africa at the start
of the winter season with the addition of new routes
from Lisbon to Banjul in Gambia and Conakry in Guinea.
Both routes will be served 3-weekly and face no direct
competition. Both services depart Lisbon in the evening
with the return flights departing at 02:05 from Banjul
and 00:05 from Conakry. A mix of the airline’s A320s will
be used on these new routes. This winter TAP Portugal
will be serving 16 destinations in Africa from Lisbon. In
addition to these two new routes, the Star Alliance
carrier also serves Angola (Luanda), Cape Verde (Boa
Vista, Praia, Sal Island and Sao Vicente), Ghana (Accra),
Guinea-Bissau (Bissau), Ivory Coast (Abidjan), Morocco
(Casablanca, Fez and Marrakech), Mozambique
(Maputo), Sao Tome and Senegal (Dakar),

Transavia added a new route from its Paris ORY base on
7 November with the introduction of a 2-weekly service
to Ouarzazate in central Morocco. Competition comes
from Royal Air Maroc which connects the two airports
on a weekly basis. This raises to 10 the number of
destinations served in Morocco by Transavia from Orly
this winter, the others being Agadir, Casablanca,
Essaouira, Fez, Marrakech, Nador, Oujda, Rabat and
Tangier.
Ural Airlines is the newest airline to serve Amsterdam
after the Russian carrier began non-stop service
between Moscow ZIA and the Dutch hub on 30 October.
The 2-weekly service faces no direct competition on the
830-kilometre route. However, Aeroflot (3-daily) and
KLM (2-daily) offer flights between Moscow SVO and
Amsterdam.
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Virgin Atlantic has returned to the Mumbai market for
the second time with the addition on 27 October of daily
flights from London LHR. The UK long-haul carrier
previously operated the route between March 2005 and
April 2009, and then again between October 2012 and
January 2015. Competition comes from British Airways
(2-daily) and Air India (daily). Last winter, Jet Airways
flew 3-daily between the two airports. As a result, Indian
carriers accounted for 67% of frequencies on the route
in W18/19 compared with just 25% in W19/20. Virgin
Atlantic also serves Delhi with daily flights, again
competing directly with Air India (2-daily) and British
Airways (2-daily).

Wizz Air started the W19/20 season by adding 17 new
routes to its network, including its first flights to Kazan in
Russia and London SEN, as well as a resumption of
services to Molde in Norway and Odessa in Ukraine.
Four of the new routes only involved changing airports in
Israel from Eilat VDA to Eilat ETM from Bucharest, Riga,
Sofia and Vienna, as well as adding a new link to the
Israeli resort airport from Vilnius. The remaining 12 new
routes were; BTS-ODS (2-weekly), BUD-KZN (2), BUDODS (2), GDN-MOL (2), GDN-ODS (2), KTW-ODS (2), LWO
-LCA (2), SBZ-SEN (7), SXF-ODS (2), SZY-BRE (2), VIE-KIV
(2) and WRO-ODS (2). Molde was previously served by
Wizz Air from Gdansk between S15 and W17/18. Odessa
was briefly served by Wizz Air’s Ukrainian subsidiary
between July and October 2008 offering a 4-weekly
service to Kiev KBP. Kazan is the third Russian airport
served by Wizz Air after Moscow VKO (with flights from
Budapest, Debrecen and London LTN) and St.
Petersburg (from Budapest and Luton). Southend is also
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